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What is a Management System?
A structure, systemic, and measurable approach for a whole organisation 
to link goals to strategy to action, where:
• Goals defined by vision, mission, purpose, 
• Strategy cascade from goals, and 
• Activity at all levels aligned to goals – and prioritised

A powerful system to help leaders and organisations create the 
focus, direction, and alignment necessary to drive and sustain 
measurable results.

A business engine that creates extraordinary value for both 
customers and shareholders.



What is a Management System?
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NHS Impact
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thing to do…

or
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One Example
Your 

Management 
System

Master the 
basics

Make it 
your own



Challenges and Opportunities 
 - Make it an AND: Culture AND Results - 
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Challenges and Opportunities 
 - Make it About Quality Across the System - 



…and within this complexity, it is about finding simplicity in the form of
 a management system 

Peter Drucker

Challenges and Opportunities 
 - Make the Complex, Simple - 

Albert Einstein

“Even small Healthcare 
institutions are complex, barely 

manageable places…, 
Large healthcare institutions may 

be the most complex 
organisations in human history. “

“The genius
 is in

making 
the complex 

simple.”  
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Challenges and Opportunities 
 - Make it Yours - 



Challenges and Opportunities 
 - Make it About the People: the Patient, the Community, and the Team -  
    



We want organisations to be 
adaptive, flexible, self-renewing, 
resilient, learning, intelligent – 
attributes only found in living 

systems. 

The tension of our times is that 
we want our organisations to 

behave as living systems, but we 
only know how to treat them as 

machines. 
Margaret J. Wheatley,  Finding Our Way:

Leadership for an Uncertain Time. 

Challenges and Opportunities
 - Make it a System - 

A bad system will beat a good person every time.
 W. Edwards Deming

The whole is greater than the sum of its parts. 
 Aristotle







Communicating a 
compelling vision

Aligning work to 
strategic goals

Creating the 
environment and 
infrastructure for 

continuous 
improvement

Leadership 
behaviours & 

mindset

Standard work as 
leaders



AIM
To provide the 

highest 
quality 

mental health 
and 

community 
care in 

England by 
2020

Engaging, 
encouraging & 

inspiring

Developing 
improvement 

skills

Embedding 
into daily work

QI Projects 

1. Targeting / segmenting communication for different groups 
(community- based staff, Bedfordshire & Luton staff)

2. Sharing stories – newsletters, microsite, presenting internally
3. Celebration – awards, conferences, publications, internal 

presentations
4. Share externally – social media, Open mornings, visits, microsite
5. Work upstream – trainees, regional partners, key national and 

international influencers

1. Pocket QI for anyone interested, extended to Beds & Luton
2. Refresher training for all ISIA graduates
3. Improvement Science in Action waves
4. Online learning options
5. Develop cohort and pipeline of improvement coaches
6. Leadership and scale-up workshops for sponsors
7. Bespoke learning, including Board sessions & commissioners

1. Learning system: QI Life, quality dashboards, microsite
2. Standard work as part of a holistic quality system
3. Job descriptions, recruitment process, appraisal process
4. Annual cycle of improvement: planning, prioritising, design and 

resourcing projects
5. Support staff to find time and space to improve things
6. Support deeper service user and carer involvement

Directorate-level priorities
- Defined through annual cycle of planning
- Most local projects aligned to directorate priorities

Trust-wide strategic priorities
1. Reducing inpatient physical violence
2. Improving access to community services
3. Enjoying work
4. Shaping recover in the community
5. Value for money



elft.nhs.uk



Problem solving

framing





Change in 
leadership
behaviours

“Go see”
“Gemba”
Executive 
WalkRounds

Use of data to 
guide decision-
making

Stop solving 
problems at the top

Give people time 
and space to 
solve complex 
problems

Manage the 
expectationsPaying 

personal 
attention



elft.nhs.ukelft.nhs.uk

ELFT leadership framework

Leadership behaviours 
we should all display

Additional leadership behaviours 
for those who lead teams

Additional leadership 
behaviours for senior leaders

Act in a way that’s consistent with 
the Trust values

Try to find solutions

Be kind to others, and yourself

Actively listen, involve others and 
be aware of the needs of others

Make decisions when needed, and 
involve others in decision-making

Be visible, accessible and 
approachable

Build meaningful relationships, 
focusing on “what matters to you”

Ensure regular time for reflection 
and focus on wellbeing

Promote and celebrate the work of 
the team

Encourage people to speak up and 
try new ideas

Frame challenges in a way that 
gives hope and invites solutions

Demonstrate curiosity

Regular time out and with 
services 

Be willing to tackle difficult 
issues

Display systems thinkingConnect people to purpose





QI ResourcesService User Input

Support around every team

Project Sponsor QI Coach

QI Forums

QI Team



Leader standard work

Daily Weekly Monthly Quarterly Annually





Strategy and Vision



100% 1%

Current activities

Continuous 
improvements

New 
activities

Annual Planning and 

Budget Document

It is the results of the whole system that counts



Professional knowledge
Subject knowledge

Personal skills

Values and ethics

Improvement knowledge
System

Variation
Psychology of change

Learning-driven change management

Improvement of
processes and systems

in health and social care

Improvement of
diagnosis, treatment,

 nursing and care

Increased value for those for whom health and social care exists

Everyone has two jobs

I get the care I need, when I 
need it and the way I need it



We count our success in lives 
and equal health!

We make each other 
successful!

kunskapsstyrningvard.se



Vision:
For a good life in an attractive region
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Values



Together for the best possible health 
and equal care

Everyday life

Body and 

mind support

Primary

Care

Specialized

care

Long-term Strategy

Shift from today's health care system, which is 

largely built around diseases and institutions, 

to a system designed for humans

Source: Developed by the Associates in Process Improvement based on work on ABC – 
(Antecedent Event, Behavior and Consequences) used by safety engineers (see Thomas R. 
Krause, John H. Hidley, and Stanley J. Hobson, The Behavior-Based Safety Process (New York: 
Von Nostrand Reinhold, 1990). 



Purpose

  Mission

  Beliefs

  Vision

System for obtaining

information

(Customer focus)

Planning

Strategic 
objectives

Improvement 
efforts

Resources

Managing
improvement

efforts

Three basic 

questions

Act Plan

DoStudy

Organization viewed as a 

System

Products

Services

Tools

BSC: 
4 perspectives

Economic

Process/

Production

Learning and 

renewal

Patient / 

Customer

Normann, API

Quality as our Business Strategy



For a good life in an 

attractive region
Obtaining information

Our system of 

processes

Measuring and 

follow up

Planning to improve

Manging improvements

efforts

Quality as our strategy

How we managed and improved Region Jönköping 



Simple rules

• Best for Esther 

• Take responsibility for your 
step, give feedback to the step 
before and facilitate the step 
after

• We do it together 



Design and 
Implementation









Structure

ProcessBehaviours





elft.nhs.uk

The ELFT management system



Key 
learning

Partnering with different 
functions

Simplicity & language

Build over time

Focus on application in the reality 
of daily work



Questions for the panel

Please add questions 

throughout via Menti.com

Use code: 2372 8410 

You can also vote up 

questions from others

https://www.menti.com/al3eb69biagy


Upcoming insight project

Strategic approaches to enabling 

organisational performance. Will provide 

an overview of QMS in the UK and Ireland, 

in depth examples, analysis of the benefits, 

key learning and recommendations.

Read more about the project:

Management Systems: learning resources and insights from Q

DD Month YYYYPresentation title 45

Webinar series

A practical overview to Quality 

Management Systems (QMS) in health 

care. Leaders in the field share their 

perspectives on how to implement a 

successful QMS.

Watch the series:
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